STUDENT ARTIST SERIES PRESENTS

TYLER WALKER composer (b. 1978)*

Hilary Ginther, mezzo-soprano
James Pytko, clarinet
Heather Brown, percussion
Nate Lutz, videography
Paul Schuette, sound diffusionist
Gustavo Valdes, lighting design

Wednesday, November 10, 2010
Patricia Corbett Theater
8:30 p.m.

*In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts
A Multimedia Exhibition of Selected Ambient Works from 2009 and 2010

I. Entrada
II. re-dok
III. the subject tonight is...
IV. Williams Mix 2
V. fifth sketch
VI. natraed
VII. man in unusual environment
VIII. Pekoprapy.rec99
IX. Kasina
X. Familiar
XI. datrean
XII. turn
XIII. Automatic Story Telling
XIV. gallery
XV. red shift
XVI. Exit

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.